




















































































































































ergostack is a system of workstations made 
from modular ergo furniture pieces.

We believe that organizations should have the 
liberty of changing its’ offices layout without 
fearing that existing furniture will not fit the new 
layout. ergostack is designed to to eliminate this 
fear and give you freedom to re-arrange your of-
fice layout as you need.

Office Furniture Integrated Systems

152 Arar Street, Wadi Saqra
Amman, Jordan

Tel: +962 6 5654680
Fax: +962 6 5654980

www.ofis.com

ergostack

Office Furniture Integrated Systems



Color Range

Oak Maple Cherry Wenge Zebrano White
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ergo

ergo is a special line formulated to provide max-
imum functionality, comfort and economy.

The line is manufactured from Laminated MDF 
panels that are scratch resistant and provide a 
sturdy structure and an attaractive look.

The Laminate is available in various colors and 
shades of natural wood grains.

The systems is designed in a modular way that 
allows interlocking of furniture, thus providing 
maximum functionality and space utilization.

Heavy duty fixers and accessories are utilized to 
provide functionality, comfort and durability.

ergo is a green product.

ofis 

Office Furniture Integrated Systems (ofis) is all about creating a comfortable and functional 
working environment. 

As proven by the latest studies on human behaviour, environment and the surrounding atmo-
sphere is a key player in human efficiency, and part of the working environment is directly 
related to the office furniture and tools utilized by workers. We at ofis understand this clearly, 
and try with our office furniture solutions to maximize users comfort and hence attain better 
efficiency for organizations utilizing our furniture systems.

ofis solutions are complete and provide a functional and an economical choice for organiza-
tions seeking to get the best out of it’s employees.

All ofis solutions are green solutions made from environment friendly materials, and are fitted 
with the best accessories to provide comfort, durability and function.        

Products Range

Desks

Cabinets

Pedestals

Meeting and Coffee Tables

Sizes (cm)

L = 120, 140, 160, 180, 200

H = 200, W = 80

H = 160, W = 80

H = 120, W = 80

H = 80, W = 80

W = 45, 60

L = 180, 200, 220

45x45, 120x60

happy

   employees 

produce 

   more
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